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Oil & Gas News (OGN) is the only energy industry media 
platform covering all aspects of the upstream, midstream and 
downstream sectors including refined products, petrochemicals, 
chemicals, renewables and power generation.
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We need to have better engagement to 
work together with the support of policy 
makers around the world
Amin H. Nasser   
President & CEO of Saudi Aramco

IPTC is expected to attract more than 18,000 attendees when it 
returns to Dhahran Expo, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in February 
2024.

Founded in 2005, the International Petroleum Technology 
Conference (IPTC) continues to be a flagship multidisciplinary 
technical event in the Eastern Hemisphere. The knowledge, 
capabilities and strengths of the participating countries and 
the sponsoring societies’ global membership are central to the 
success of the conference and exhibition.

IPTC is sponsored by four industry organisations and societies, 
the American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG); 
the European Association of Geoscientists and Engineers (EAGE); 
the Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG); and the Society 
of Petroleum Engineers (SPE).

IPTC is focused on the dissemination of new and current 
technology, best practices and multi-disciplinary activities 
designed to emphasise the importance of the value chain 
and maximising asset value. The knowledge, capabilities and 
strengths of the participating countries and the sponsoring 
societies global membership, over the spectrum of multi-
disciplinary technologies, are central to the success of the 
conference and the corresponding exhibition.
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NESR’s R&D lab drives 
decarbonisation
NORI has labs for produced water treatment, chemistry development and GHG emis-sions detection sensor technol-ogy development and imple-mentation in KSA – Page 18

ACWA Power boosts 
efficient desalinationAs the company continues a strong growth trajectory, it re-mains committed to its pledge of delivering Power, water and green hydrogen reliably and responsibly – Page 10

A cybersecurity plan 
for O&G firms
From disrupting OT networks that control industrial ops, threat actors have moved beyond stealing valuable data, to gaining control over entire market ecosystems – Page 24

MANAMA: Amin Nasser, Ara-mco President and CEO, has once again voiced his concerns about the unrealistic energy transition, this time alluding to a North-South divide and an impending energy crisis.
The senior executive is using every chance at world forums to convince people that the is-sue of transition is relative to every country and that any im-mature letdown in convention-al energy could lead to serious consequences.

In his recent speech at the 24th World Petroleum Con-gress (WPC) in Calgary, Can-ada, where he was also given the Dewhurst Award, Nasser said: “While much of the global north is focusing on environ-mental sustainability, the prior-ity for many in the global south is economic survival. Transition planning has not sufficiently recognised this clear need for distinctive solutions, and a widening divide is an inevita-ble result.”
Nasser emphasised that tran-sition planning required prag-matic and proportionate solu-tions that reflected different countries’ economic and ener-gy situations. 

He said: “The current transi-tion shortcomings are already causing mass confusion across industries that produce and/or rely on energy. Long-term plan-

ners and investors do not know which way to turn. It is increas-ing the risk of acute supply-demand imbalances in conven-tional energy and, therefore, an even more serious energy crisis where countries and people, not just assets, are stranded.”Nasser firmly believes in a transition. In fact his company, Aramco, the largest oil produc-ing company in the world, is investing heavily in emissions mitigating technologies.
But he does keep drawing at-tention to the ‘danger’ of phas-ing out conventional energy prematurely and how this puts energy security and affordabil-ity priorities at risk.

At Energy Asia in Malaysia in June, Nasser said that while transition policies rightly at-

tempted to address environ-mental sustainability, the equally critical issues of energy security and affordability are under-emphasised.
And if there’s one place where Nasser’s word reverberate the most, it is the African conti-nent, which has stepped up on the exploration of oil and gas.While there are concerns from the rich Western world grow about the region’s grow-ing love for fossil fuel, voices from within, like the African Energy Chamber (AEC), advo-cate for ongoing oil and gas production along with growth  of renewables.

In an op-ed, NJ Ayuk of the AEC, said: “We’re certainly not saying that renewables have no place in Africa. What we’re 

saying is that we must temper the enthusiasm for renewables-only policies. For the sake of its people, Africa must be allowed to develop sustainable energy at a pace that doesn’t further impede standards of living – in tandem with oil and gas.”
Nasser is also at odds with the notion of peak oil demand, which he says is mostly being driven by policies, rather than the market dynamics. 

Last month, Fatih Birol, Inter-national Energy Agency (IEA) Executive Director, in an op-ed published in the Financial Times, suggested that demand for oil and coal would peak in 2030.
The Organisation of the Pe-troleum Exporting Countries (Opec) hit back and said consist-ent and data-based forecasts did not support that assertion.“Such narratives only set the global energy system up to fail spectacularly. It would lead to energy chaos on a potentially unprecedented scale, with dire consequences for economies and billions of people across the world,” says Haitham Al Ghais, Opec Secretary, said in a state-ment.

Hopefully, the Arabian Gulf region is braced for these dis-cussions at two leading events on its soil: this month’s Abu Dhabi International Petroleum Exhibition and Conference (Adipec), and the COP28 a month after.

RIYADH: Aramco has agreed to purchase a 100 per cent equity stake in Esmax Distribusción from Southern Cross Group, a Latin America-focused pri-vate equity company.
The transaction is subject to certain customary conditions, including regulatory approvals. Esmax is a leading diversified downstream fuels and lubri-cants retailer in Chile. Its national presence includes retail fuel stations, airport operations, fuel distribution terminals and a lubricant blending plant. 

Aramco’s planned acquisition of Esmax would be its first downstream retail investment in South America, recognising the potential and attractiveness of these markets while advanc-ing Aramco’s strategy of strengthening its downstream value chain. This transaction would enable Aramco to secure outlets for its refined products and help expand its retail business in-ternationally. The acquisition would also further unlock new market opportunities for Valvoline branded lubricants, follow-ing Aramco’s acquisition of the Valvoline global products busi-ness in February 2023. 
Mohammed Al Qahtani, Aramco Downstream President, said: “This agreement is yet another milestone in our strategy to grow Aramco’s downstream presence globally and expand our retail, lubricants and trading businesses. We are excited by the opportunities it presents, creating synergies with our extensive trading and manufacturing systems. Moreover, it cre-ates a platform to launch the Aramco brand both in Chile and South America."

Aramco forays into 
Latam with acquisition

NASSER RINGS ALARM BELLS;TIME TO HEED WARNING? By ABDULAZIZ KHATTAK

Nasser ... energy transition at each one's pace

Bahrain leaders confirm participation at AdipecMANAMA: Sheikh Nasser bin Hamad Al Khalifa, Chairman of Bapco Energies, and Dr Mohamed bin Mubarak Bin Daina, Minister of Oil and Environment Special Envoy for Climate Affairs, Kingdom of Bahrain, will be amongst a number of key global leaders confirmed to speak on criti-cal energy issues at the Adipec Strategic Conference.
Other leaders include Suhail Mohamed Faraj Al Mazrouei, the UAE's Minister of Energy and Infrastructure, Tarek El Molla, Egypt's Minister of Petroleum and Min-eral Resources, Haitham al-Ghais, Opec's Secretary General, and Dr Alparslan Bay-aktar, Türkiye's Minister of Energy and 

Natural Resources, among a stellar list of world leaders and senior executives from the energy world.
They will be among 1,600 speakers, who over a course of four days, will try to make sense of a transition frenzy in a world with growing energy needs.
Adipec takes place from October 2 to 5 at the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Cen-tre (Adnec) and is said to be the world’s largest and most inclusive gathering for the energy industry.

It is being hosted by the Abu Dhabi Na-tional Oil Company (Adnoc) and patron-ised by His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the UAE.

UAE 'leader' in solar energy
ABU DHABI: The UAE 
ranks amongst the top 
world leaders in solar en-
ergy use, driven largely 
by the pioneering vision 
of the UAE government’s 
ambitious leadership, ac-
cording to a recent report published by the Energy Institute Statistical Review of World Energy.With three of the planet’s largest solar sites, the UAE is the 6th highest per capita consumer of solar energy in the world, behind only Australia, The Netherlands, Japan, Israel and Chile, reported WAM news agency quoting the report.The country has developed solar mega projects, including Shams, Noor Abu Dhabi and Al Dhafra in Abu Dhabi, as well as the largest single-site project in the world at Mo-hammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park in Dubai.Masdar, the country’s leading renewable energy com-pany, has played a key role in these projects, collaborating with key government and private sec-tor partners to further increase solar capacity. The company continues to support the UAE in becoming a clean energy global powerhouse.Sheikh Nasser will speak at Adipec 2023
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IPTC 2022 in Numbers
13,231 – Total Attendees

2,690 – Companies
7,099 Sqm – Exhibition Area

74 – Countries
5,841 – Delegates

5,384 – Visitors
1,351 – Exhibitors

Oil and gas is here to stay. We need the 
brightest minds in the industry, and we need 
to continue to attract young and talented 
people, so they take us to the next level.
Nasir K. Al-Naimi   
Senior Vice President, Upstream Saudi Aramco

OGN a Media Partner 
at IPTC 2024
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